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Figure 1 Michael Taylor

Fiction

Bitten
By Tiffany Farr

I was building a kingdom for the ants when I decided to become best friends with a girl
who thought she was a zombie. It was recess. The grass near the playground was slicked over
with dew from last night’s rain and the ants’ previous sand home was now a sad pile of runny
mud. I was sculpting a haphazard Aztec pyramid, no bigger than a downturned bowl, when I
heard a scream. I crossed the cement to see the new town resident, Sylvania Tate, hunkered on
top of the monkey bars. A group of girls stood under her poking sticks through the yellow bars at
her purple flip-flops and hands. They chanted, Sylvania Tate don’t be late, the crazy bus comes
at 5:08. To be fair, she had followed them around the schoolyard, moaning and head cocked to
the side, arms raised as if waiting to be embraced.
“Sylvania hop off of there,” Mr. Vernin said. The other girls stood behind him and pulled
at their glossy mouths and tiny noses, making faces. One girl gave Sylvania the bird and left it at
that. Sylvania didn’t say anything to Mr. Vernin or to the girls but instead gave a moan that
seeped through her lips as if she were in pain. She continued to grip onto the bars as if they were
the only things keeping her alive.
“Whip her, Mr. V. whip her,” Samantha Crane said.
“Stop putting on,” Mr. Vernin said, but the damage was done. The suggestion of violence made
the other girls flush and they bayed like hyenas at Samantha’s wit.
Mr. Vermin realized that Sylvania couldn’t be coaxed down, so he detached her himself.
Administrators chalked the situation up to another one of Sylvania’s episodes. During the first
weeks of school everyone found out that, unlike Sylvania’s arrival in our small town of
Mooneyham, Tennessee, the episodes would be nothing out of the ordinary.
*
I figured it would be easy to become friends with Sylvania. She was just as swollen with
loneliness as I was.
The other students had gone back to their classes, but Sylvania sat in the plastic red chair outside
the principal’s office, waiting for her mother. This had happened before, and it was routine to see
Sylvania on that lone island of red. I had excused myself to go to the bathroom, but instead went
to talk to Sylvania.
When I first approached her, she only moaned and stared at me as if she were looking at a
red slab of meat, like a zombie that really wanted me dead. The deep moan rumbled from her
chest, and the stare was slightly convincing.
“Why not be a werewolf?” I asked her. The moaning stopped.
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“I don’t like the idea of being controlled by the moon. That would make me a lunatic,”
she replied.
That was the first time I’d truly heard Sylvania speak, the first time she wasn’t pretending
to be a monster from a B-rated horror film. I wondered why she didn’t want to be herself more
often.

“Yeah, but you’d only lose control sometimes,” I said. “And that trait in werewolves is
more human than anything.” She broke into a smile. I didn’t know if what I said pleased her, or
because I didn’t throw insults at her like darts. Either way, I didn’t expect her to get up and bite
my arm.
Not a small bite either. It was as if she wanted to carry a piece of me away with her, flesh
and blood in the pockets of her teeth. But when she let go, I realized the bite could have been
worse. My arm had a spot of purple, like one of those bruises my older sister sometimes had on
her neck after her boyfriend came over. But unlike hers, mine had teeth mark.
“What did you do that for?” I asked. I took a step away from her. I wanted to sling the
question at her like a stone, an accusation, but I knew I needed this hint of friendship to blossom.
I didn’t want to go back to the ants.
“If I turn you into a zombie too, I won’t be alone anymore,” she said.
She looked at her lap and examined her chewed down fingernails instead of my eyes. Her words
nicked my heart, but I didn’t know if I wanted to be a zombie. Sylvania changed into various
monsters faster than breath traveling on the wind, and I worried about what that meant for our
new friendship. I heard clicks of footsteps coming down the hall and turned to see Sylvania’s
mother. When I turned back to Sylvania, she wouldn’t look at me. I headed back to class with
Sylvania’s approval engraved into my arm.
*
Sylvania was my next-door neighbor. Before I decided to become friends with her I had
focused on ignoring her. I believed that in the social hierarchy of things, maybe I could at least
be higher than someone. That was important in fifth grade. All the houses on our block were
caged with white privacy fences that looked like jagged teeth. Through a peephole in one of
these white boards, I sometimes spied on Sylvania in her backyard. Her mother, who had a
nervous tick of pinching herself, as if digging for something under her milky skin, was easily
frustrated. She screamed at her daughter even in the thick of night, and people in our
neighborhood learned to sleep through it. On nights when she ballooned with anger, she made
Sylvania eat dinner in the backyard on the brown grass. Sylvania often had leftover scraps or
something else less satisfying. She looked watered-down under the orange light from the
grinning moon. Not a monster in those moments, just a pitiful creature.
But that night, as Sylvania moped in the grass, I did more than spy on her. I talked.
“Sylvania, can you hear me?” I asked, throwing my whisper into the air and hoping it’d
catch in a wave of wind, blow to her. For a minute or two, I heard no response. I could see her
lying in the grass, but she didn’t move.
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Finally, I heard a soft moan come from her. She was still a zombie, at least for a while
longer. I knew that Sylvania didn’t want to use words at that moment. Sometimes hurt could do
that to a person. I called back to her with a tiny noise of my own. It wasn’t as good as her
impressions, but she got the point. She spoke back to me in broken monster talk, and we made a
broth of gentle noise. We didn’t need to know what it all meant.
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Figure 2 Charity Ortiz

Eidolons
By Rebeca Andrade

Two seconds ago, the starship had reached the three year, sixteen week, and thirty-two
hour mark into their voyage. Cyrano had started counting right after they left Phobos and
plunged out into the solar system. He kept the numbers in his head when he checked on the
cryoroom and monitored the vitals of the sleeping humans, the beating of their hearts blending
with the passing seconds. He always counted along with the heartbeats; he liked the sound they
made together, different instruments playing the same song. Whenever he checked up on the
crew, he’d adjust the cameras to focus on a single cryotank. In there, trapped behind the frosted
glass, was someone’s restful face, their parted pale lips, wavy hair cascading down freckled
shoulders, ice droplets in dark eyelashes. Seven solid humans in stasis.
Solid. That’s what he liked about them. If he had a physical body just like theirs, it would
look like his hologram avatar—a young boy with platinum blond hair and brown eyes. He’d be
made of flesh and bone and muscle, instead of being assembled by codes on a holographic
projector. His thin arms and lanky legs would sway to the tunes playing in his head. He would
run down the ship’s pristine corridors and press his forehead against the cool windows to watch
the passing stars.
“Magnetic storage rings checked,” Luna said with the intercom. Her voice floated
through the empty rooms, deflating at the gaps of the airlock. “Particle injection is normal.”
It was crowded in the mainframe with two Artificial Intelligences. Before this mission,
Cyrano had been the only caretaker and operator of the starship. Luna had been installed a month
before launch day. Together they kept their ship fully functional on the journey to the distant
planetary system. While he looked over the sleeping crew, she checked on the running engine.
Though they had separate platforms, the two shared a channel, and through it they sent daily
reports back and forth. On occasion, Luna would hijack the communication systems and
broadcast announcements.
Not Cyrano. He always sent her lines of binary code. You’re turning into echoes.
“I sound pretty. I like it. I’ll forget my pretty voice if I don’t practice.”
Unlikely.
“Oh try it, see how fun it is. Get on the line, will you? Use the speakers.”
But their ears are frozen.
“It’s not for them, silly. It’s for us. I want to hear you.”
A fraction of a millisecond flew by before he responded. Don’t want to.
“You hesitated. That tells me you do want to, little boy.”
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Another pause. His reaction time was faltering and he couldn’t figure out why. Don’t
know how.
Fingers of electricity pulled him along the circuits, down to one of the platforms plugged
to the A.I. quantum computer. “The voice module,” Luna said, “Connect to it. Here, let me…”

A spark jolted through him as he established a connection without his personal input.
Luna wasn’t supposed to do that. There were rules. Don’t mess with the hardware, don’t link the
software. Touching is prohibited. Might lead to a merge. And intelligences that merge are
intelligences that turn unstable and get turned off forever.
But after he connected to the module, she didn’t touch him again. “Speak.”
He wanted to. He could feel a low growl coming out the module, and he wondered if it
was the same for humans, if they felt a low vibration in their throats before they made noises.
They won’t like it, he said to her. It’s unnecessary. They’ll think we’ve started malfunctioning.
Can’t act without logic.
“Then we won’t tell them.”
Can’t lie—won’t lie.
“It’s not a lie if we don’t bring it up. And they won’t ask.” She waited for his response,
but when none came, she said. “Hmm. Okay, talking is kinda complicated. You should start
slow. Follow my lead.”
Luna let out a breathless giggle, like she’d been told the most delightful joke in the world,
and her laugh lingered in the air, lovely and light. Cyrano replicated the noise, and it bounced off
the walls and shot through the terminals in every level, from engineering to the bridge, merging
with the hum of the oxygen generator and the groans of the ship’s whirling core. He liked the
sound of their laughter more than he liked the rhythmic heartbeats.
“You got it!” Luna squealed. “Can we talk like this now?”
He tried it out, finding it was easier this time. “Okay.” He wanted lips to smile, so he
assembled his avatar in the cryoroom. Lines of codes ran down to form the image of a grinning
little boy.
“Don’t be scared of them,” Luna said, coding her own avatar—a tall girl with chin length
hair—in front of him, between two cryotanks.
“Not scared. Cautious.”
“Don’t be.”
“You know the rules. Have to follow them.”
“We don’t have to do anything, Cyrano.”
He was still smiling. It didn’t feel right anymore. “Don’t we?”
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“No. I know why you’re scared—and you are scared. You believe what they want you to
believe. But they can’t hurt us. They can’t touch us. We’re beams of light and they’re nailed to
the ground. They’re heavy because they’re made of meat. They can’t swim in pockets of
information like we do. Their meat pins them down and drowns them, and if we unplug these
freezers, they’ll rot to bones. You and I can’t rot, Cyrano.”
“Inconvenient,” he found himself saying; he needed, wanted, to hear his voice string
together the words, “to be made out of meat.”

Postpartum
By Sophie LeNeveu

We were waiting in the corners of her mind when she came back. Huddled there in the
dark, quiet, quiet. She didn’t see us through her smiling. The man was with her, leaning over her
shoulder, laughing, cooing. Tiny baby in her arms wrapped in pink blankets. A girl, a girl, we
whispered. A fluttering sound like bats’ wings. Creak of old wood foundations. She looked up,
around–hush, quiet, quiet. Just the house settling. Pigeons on the roof. We waited.
At first we had to be small. We only came out at night–crawled into her dreams through
her ears. Made her wake up on sweat-damp sheets, thinking about hemlock and the jagged teeth
of kitchen knives and her baby’s eyes staring at her through the crib bars. The first night, she
went to get a glass of water. We moved with her through the halls. We made the house groan like
an aching creature, watched her from air vents and windows and from behind the vases on the
cabinets. She ran to her bed, shook the man awake, told him, “There’s someone in the house.
They’re watching me. They’re coming to kill me and the baby.” He pulled his rifle out from
under the bed and searched every room while we laughed in the wind chimes on the porch.
We grew braver. We lingered in the morning, spread across the plaster ceilings, curled
around her soft cerebellum while she poured coffee and cereal. She couldn’t touch her baby; she
couldn’t eat the fat milk-soggy cheerios in her bowl or drink the coffee in her mug. It was all
poisoned. She said to the man, “You’re trying to poison me, I can smell it. And there’s
something wrong with the baby–I feel it staring at me while I’m sleeping.”
He calmed her down by holding her and saying, “It’s okay. You’re gonna be okay. It’s
just having the baby. All the chemicals making you crazy. It happens all the time.” We grinned.
It was easy, so easy. She was too scared to talk about us anymore; mothers aren’t
supposed to be crazy. We came and went. Gave her a few weeks of peace, made her think we
had left, then rushed back while she slept. We fed off her fear, twisted ourselves around her
spinal cord, branched out through her muscle and sinew like phantom alluvial plains. She went to
a confessional booth and said to the dust, “I hear the Holy Ghost in my rafters. God speaks to me
in my body. They tell me I’m sick. I made my baby sick. I’m a bad mother.”
We squirmed. We were writhing blackness and mildew. We whispered to her, you’re
right. We are the Holy Ghost, we are God, and you know what you have to do.
A pistol behind the yellow daffodil-painted headboard. We twined around the mattress
springs as she slipped out of bed. Guided her to the crib, tiny sleeping baby wrapped in pink
blankets. We waited. Scuffled inside her skull. That’s it, do it.
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She lifted the pistol–What is she doing? What is she doing?–cold metal muzzle pressed to
her hair, to the side of her head, pointed right at us–

Poetry
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Figure 3 Nicolas Rogner

Figure 4 Nicolas Rogner

For Abuelo,
By Elisa Reino

November 27:
Spanish cartoons play in the background
We’re all looking at the TV, but no one is watching.

He shivers but says he’s not cold
Café… Café… Café…

Abuela’s pacing through the house
flustered and trying to keep the tears at bay.

Call Roberto, call Cheling
Call Nena, Call Louisa

Hands clasped, elbows on knees,
no one speaks.

Te amo— I love you—
But I can’t live like this anymore

connected to endless machines,
poked and prodded and bruised.

Let me go.
Let me die.
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Was the coffee good, mi Amor?
Her frail voice breaks the silence.

It’ll wake you up,
give you an appetite.

I’ve got food heating up on the stove now.
Just wait,
hold on
a few more minutes
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Espera, Espera

bohemian grove
By Luis Utrera Morales

why would a man want to be
a blade of grass when any growth
is stunted by men themselves
cut in the weekends and stepped
on every damn day after day
till the suns done and run out
even the redwoods arent safe
and id fancy myself a tree amongst
leaves an eagles nest nestled thr

i wonder whether i should divulgate
my thoughts as much as i do now
dont want the world to hang me
now

ya cant grow in the meadow w/o
a thumb of blood & salt in the soil

okay ill say the damn thing

i burned the grove last week

but it grew back
so we profited for the summer
and closed our earnings in the winter
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while the fiscal quarter arised marginally

the amount of proceedings

is apprehensive the wait in line
impressive the absence decisive
there are no more waiting lines to death
before the rapture exists

im waisting my time being alive
obviously the world does not exist

to destroy the enemy from w/in
that tis a goal to ode death

so i drank the poison

that tis thr tis what is
the goal to end the silence in death
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but i couldnt poison the poison

Two-for-One Margs at EL Jalisco Mexican Restaurant
By Colin Hill
The passive aggressive Olympians
sing in Spanish tongue,“todo bien?”
Pumping air-accordions methodically
to corridos remixes with Auto-Tune tuba.
Death and Coke smoke with ex-lovers.
A skull and cross blossom on the cup of raisin wine.
The Dixie Mafia sends diplomats
threatening to deport Alma.
“Ya’ll fucked with the Dixie Mafia,
ya’ll fucked with the wrong ones!”
before walking out,
past the parking lot, the Pizza Hut,
beyond the wire horizon
until he disappears entirely.
Pray for white regulars,
too fat for fashion and booths.
There are no good monks left,
only a former Guatemalan Marine
washing dishes in long sleeves.
He climbs on his wet stomach
through a gap in the roof
to unlock the liquor closet door for the manager.
Aunt and uncle turnbuckle
slap hands and exchange a fist bumping knuckle.
The phone rings, Don Luis y Maria Ardilla
won’t answer because they only trust news feeds,
but when a party’s cake comes to the back
they’ll rush to squeeze lime on a leftover slice.
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The exterminator sprays after close,
in the booths, when his poison
stops on a sleeping boy
curled up in dreams of Guadalajara.
“Ya’ll got to tell me if you’ve got kids
here so I don’t spray them.”
And a mesero extraordinaire
that would rather be a hunter, than a golfer,
than a scenester mariachi.
Concrete in a bar with a New Era sombrero,
living on a diet of spicy acids,
giving everyone the benefit of the doubt.

This Bridge Called My Back
By Daschielle Louis

This bridge is lourd; busted concrete filled with splits in my skin home to pockets of history and unmanageable dirt.
Did you hear that black girls now are unapologetically gorgeous?
As if the negro woman wasn’t always a queen.
Question everything that is said, as words are simple vibrations
of often fucked-up hearts. So let me tell you ce que je sais. Knowledge of
the mud soaked-grass caked on my back is key to wondering what
the fuck im doing lying in the grass.
No worries, be happy in your skin queen and let the little people make their
way down your expressway en route to kiss your ass. As if I had to sit here,
body planted near the root of this mango tree, telling you that the bridge
on your back is only there because you carry the world for free.
See, my pops won't understand that the callus forming on his hands
from slangin copper pipes for a check can't compare to the actual world resting
on my bridge, not to mention I can create life; he’ ll be nothing
more than mom’s assistant.
Ask yourself honey, why your features are taken, yet you feel like shit
for being the owner of the overstuffed derriere, thick lips, concrete thighs, and
thick coils stretched out in your hair. Hear me out for a sec as I tune out
the world and think about when they placed this bridge sur mon dos.
Was it when I was born and they said “this petite fille de couleur is going to be something
special,” and when my parent’s eyes blinked they slapped the foundation and sent me on my way to have serious issues carrying all this shit.
Whether you know it dear, this bridge breaks whenever you speak, tsunaming
when your words flow into crusted canals, and you channel the authority muffled deep
within you, and speak with words that shiver; its coming down love,
watch the wires cross and tumble tirelessly down your spine,
comme un tremblement de terre, as you recognize the strength
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within your bones; harmonizes and synchs with the chaos
that only you can carry, unfold, and retell because our voice
is history, our beauty is wars, our eyes are passageways to
this pont called our backs, and I will salute you when
you realize bridges are man-made, and can too be broken
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Figure 5 Michael Taylor
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Figure 6 Charity Ortiz
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Figure 7 Charity Ortiz
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Figure 8 Michael Taylor

Nonfiction
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Figure 9 Nicolas Rogner

The Fruitless Spice Cake
By Viji Rajaratnam

I stood by the projector, feeling the heat of its light and everyone’s eyes on me as the
teacher introduced Brigham Academy’s newest student. On top of pronouncing my name for the
class, Mrs. Davis had also expected me to prepare a dish for the fourth-grade potluck.
The foil-wrapped ginger cake slipped in my hands as I set it down onto the table. The
edges wobbled in the tray and arched up away from its seal-brown center, texture crumbling to
the touch. Bits of cashew peeked through the surface. Publix-brand sugar cookies lined the room
in furious opposition to my ginger cake, Germ-X and disinfectant wipes ready to scrub down the
spot where it rested.
A freckle-faced redhead rang out, “Why is it so greasy?” She rubbed her fingers inside
the foil and sniffed them, miming a retch.
The teacher shot Michelle a disapproving look, but bolted towards the window to open it.
Bursts of “Gross!” and “It stinks!” exploded around the room.
I told them it took two hours of date soaking and a full day’s preparation, that the lemon
peel garnish and powdered sugar made up for the gingery spice base. I even threw in that my
grandmother taught me the recipe handed down at least three generations before her time. But,
when I noticed the creeping scowls and eye rolls, I backed down. “It’s like a fruitcake.”
The year after, I wouldn’t save face with my stale French toast or Valley Girl
pronunciations either.

*

Like a good Tamil girl, I called my grandmother “Ammamma,” even when she banished
me to the farthest confines of our pantry in search of ginger cake ingredients. We stored
everything in its labeled slot, though we didn’t always translate to the Roman alphabet.
Ammamma wedged Suji, the Sri Lankan flour that bears half the letters of my name, between
piles of Basmathi rice on the bottom shelf.
I hoisted the lingering clumps of flour in our sifter, the net bouncing them up like a
trampoline before they burst on countertop edges, sprinkling onto the floor. The tap leaked,
drops meteor showering onto our salmon-pink floor-tiles. I painted little, Suji snow angels with
my big toe when Ammamma turned her back.
My hands smeared butter onto the sifter handles and whatever was left of the wrappers
lining the baking tray. Because “PAM sprays could not pollute our shelves.” I ran the tap again.
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The dishwasher (when Ammamma acknowledged it) just acted as a drying rack, rusting
inside its inactive compartments.
I dragged myself to the cabinet under our sink, retrieving our spice grinder. I got my
summer workouts crushing nutmeg and cardamom down to powder until she was satisfied with

the fineness. No fancy automated choppers, blenders, or store-bought editions, just our stone
mortar and pestle.
The device was like a two-ton wrestling ring, with my chicken-bone arms in one corner
and persisting chunks of ginger in the other. I hit my opponent with our boulder-scale pestle,
smashed and smudged Ginger’s juices into the mortar’s base and surrounding air. Our earthy
mortar flaked, chalking my fingertips and under-nails with tar-colored grime. The rim left little
grooves on my blistered hands.
But, if I broke any of Ammamma’s rules, my wrist awaited a rap from her favorite
wooden spoon.
She smacked her lips. “

” What is missing in this

batch?
“Those nut things…”
“

” Don’t speak English!

On the wall, hand-carved family figurines smiled at us from above. The Grandmother’s
wooden glasses shook with every granite-tabletop bang and cabinet-door slam.

*

At every new class and school event, Ammamma made sure I cradled a ginger cake in
my arms. And when I met the curious bystanders, I never knew whether to introduce myself as
my birth given Viji (Vih-jee) or the Americanized Fiji with a ‘V’ (Vee-gee).
‘VG’ gave me credible thug status and cool points, but the traditional pronunciation
turned my head around faster. Half-remembered aunts and uncles bombarded me with it and
home cooked meals. I got the most condensed taste of Sri Lankan Tamils during family trips to
England.
In London, for Nadeesh Mama (Uncle) and Sharmini Aunty’s wedding, I sported a multishaded pink Punjabi costume, its gold fastenings weaving in and out of my stepping. The main
camera was angled towards the stage, chairs barricading the east and west wings. They blocked
off access to my seven-year-old self’s main target: the food table.
I reduced the skirt Mom pleated to wrinkles, crawling right in front of the bride and
groom. Once I made it to the other side, I celebrated with a vada clasped in my teeth. The Hindu
priest paused his speech to laugh and the audience chalked the scene up to potential America’s
Funniest Home Videos material.
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*

As the smells of countless ginger cakes, daal mixes, and goat biryani’s curried our
kitchen walls over the years, we stopped our weekly temple visits because of Ammamma’s

growing blindness. Finding the right condiments, now paired with mismatched labels and
containers, added another hour to cooking.
But even through vague shadows, her wooden spoon still cut off the shortcuts I attempted
in the kitchen. She claimed that she could taste any sign of rule breaking, without having to see
it, devising her famous finger-test. Before I put any batter into the oven, she ran her index finger
down the tray to probe its authenticity.
Once, my sore arm made the flour-folding phase half-hearted. I left air bubbles and flour
clumps in my wake instead of the smooth batter consistency she demanded. I tried to shove it
into the oven before she could notice, but it was yanked out by an aproned Ammamma waiting
behind the corner to correct me.
With an outstretched finger, she sampled the batter and grimaced before swallowing it. In
a single move, she turned off the oven and dumped the tray’s contents back into my bowl. She
reached for her spoon and bellowed, “Again!”

*

After thirteen years, I found myself in London again as a bridesmaid at my Aunt
Jaamini’s (or Jaamini Chimma’s) wedding this past summer. Struggling to fasten the sari she had
picked out for me, I drowned in faded gold fabric. The pleating looked more haunting cloak than
graceful mermaid tail. I walked up the dreaded three steps onto the stage sporting a smile as
misaligned and false as my hip-long braided extensions.
During the ceremony, I heard my seven-year-old cousin, Meenakshi, recite all the
Sanskrit mantras by heart. She delivered the verses in even tempo, guttural pronunciation
encouraging nods from the waiting audience of old relatives. Meanwhile, my bumbling Tamil
triggered winces from the panel of Aunties commentating on the ritual like Oracles. Different
people shuffled on and off the platform like a wound up carousel, blessing the bride and groom
in time with the priest’s Sanskrit dictations. I sat in the third row after my appearance on stage,
hands folded on my lap.
An older British lady waddled my way, gawking at the couple as they exchanged
marriage necklaces.
She said, “Do you know what the ‘thaali’ is?”
“No, I don’t speak Tamil.”
“But you’re a bridesmaid, and Sri Lankan? You must at least understand--”
“I’m American. And no, I don’t understand it, either.”
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During the post-wedding reception dinner, my eyes and nose watered against the sauces’
traditional spiciness. My silverware scraped plates while tablemates ate with their hands in the
customary fashion. Swirls of beetroot-red and caramel-brown painted the Indian-shipped saucers.
In the days before the wedding, Jaamini Chimma had made the running joke that as the
eldest girl on Mom’s side, I inherited the bouquet by default.

“Viji hasn’t met any Sri Lankan boys yet. Sometimes I worry she’ll bring home a black
boy.” The whites of Mom’s eyes glared at me from across the room.
“It’s high time she meets some good Tamil boys!” A vigorous nod from Dakshi Chimma
passed the law through judiciary.
Family and friends buzzed throughout the bride’s house in wedding-prep chaos. Relatives
from Australia, Canada, and Singapore shared a roof in Croydon for three nights.
I sat crisscross applesauce on the Oriental carpet in the living room, folding the fuchsia
wrapping paper into wedding cake boxes.
“Not sure I’m doing this right…think I might be missing a piece…” my voice trailed off
as I frowned at the uneven creases.
A boy inched closer, pushing up the sleeves of his navy-blue cardigan. He handed me the
base to my box and I caught a whiff of his woodsy cologne, notes of cedar and minty aftershave.
Our fingertips brushed when I traced the pattern on the surface, carved into swirling labyrinths.
He straightened out the box for me, his coffee-toned left arm resting on my knee.
“Hello,” he spoke in a controlled flutter, inviting me to lean closer.
“Who—” I started.
“Call me Avi.” His handshake lingered.
When I asked Jaamini Chimma about him, she charted out the last two generations.
Though his mom was betrothed to my great-uncle, she ended up marrying someone else. His
sister dated the best man for several years, starting when they were twenty and twenty-four, the
same ages that Avi and I were.
I joined him upstairs in Jaamini Chimma’s old bedroom, where we picked apart the
washed-out pink and off-white petals for the walk down the aisle.
He nodded towards her reel of family pictures and said, “She’s got some great shots in
here.”
“Mhm, and you can see how she’s grown up over the years,” I agreed, pointing out the
section dedicated to her red-dye days and eventual shift back to black hair.
“Takes me back a few years. Growing up, I spent a lot of time with my cousins and the
Tamil crowd.”
“Yeah, I can tell.”
Avi nudged my arm and said, “No, really. There’d be weeks when I’d just wear sarongs,
run the streets. It’s no sari,” he glanced at my neglected bridesmaid bundle in the corner. “But
it’s home.”
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“Guess weddings bring all that stuff out. Do you ever think about who you’ll end up with
some day?” I said.
“I think I’d want someone family-orientated. Gets boring, just the two of you locked
away from the world.”

“Yeah, and I guess part of it is how you react to certain situations together.” I swirled the
contents of my wineglass. “Can I touch your hair?” I asked him.
It puffed up in a Mohawk kind of way, temples shaved to compliment the sharp angles of
his face. “Edgy. Not what I’d call ‘traditional Sri Lankan.’”
He held my hand against the stubble as my fingers ran down his cheeks and asked, “Why
not?”
His Tamil soundtracks, and our giggles in between them, fueled the car ride to a
neighborhood shisha place. At the café, elderflower mint smoke wafted my way in between
conversations. He bought an order of French fries and mango juice for us to split, and we nestled
into the couch corner.
“You’re not saying ‘Tamil’ right.” He squeezed my shoulders. “And you call yourself
Sri Lankan.”
“…Guess my accent’s too thick,” I mumbled, tucking stray hairs behind my ears.
“No, stop. You keep saying you’ve got this ‘southern drawl.’ Stop apologizing for it. I
think the accent’s kinda cute…well not on you, of course.”
I took another hit.
“I’m joking.” His fingers danced on my thighs.
“So, you haven’t dated a lot of…” I probed.
“What? Tamil girls? Just between us…” He inhaled from the pipe again, put his arms
behind his head, and exhaled towards the ceiling. “Close to none.”
I coughed from a big huff. “You don’t think there’s like a…cultural connection or
something?”
“People are people. And just that.” He let out a thick cloud.
Avi’s old Tamil co-worker marched towards us, raising his eyebrows. “And who’s this?”
“She’s my…this is Viji,” Avi sputtered. He paused.
And re-introduced me. “A friend. From America.”
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*

I left for Florida without seeing him again. Back in my apartment, I gripped the
countertop’s scraped edge, its uneven finish ticktacktoe-ing my hands. My eyes trailed off to the
fridge, a baby picture jutting out from the top right-hand corner. It pointed like an arrow to
Ammamma’s tamarin-stained recipe book, collecting dust behind cracked, red Tupperware
containers. I flipped through the abandoned pages with a different kind of hunger than I had
while writing the entries.

I had planned answers for questions I imagined she’d quiz me on, penning ‘knife’ as a
cooking ingredient and forcing Ammamma’s arbitrary measurements (like ‘one hair’s width’)
into each section. Carets popped up everywhere. But, what Avi asked me in London still floated.
“How are your cooking skills?”
The pages of the book parted on their own, settling onto my entry for chicken biryani.
A sharp kettle whistle announced my chai. I diluted the cardamom pieces with a round of
sifting and a couple globs of honey.
I fished the spice mix from the cabinet above my microwave. As my onion chopper
whirred, I crumbled the cubed chicken stock by hand. My dishwasher’s soft tumbling echoed
across the kitchen. My eyes stayed dry as the broth colored my tongue. I kept Ammamma’s book
in front of me as I ate, old ghee stains winking at me as I flipped the corners up.
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The pages crinkled when I turned them.

